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ABSTRACT

All  altmism/donating  studies which  ha,ve  introduced  age  a,s  one  of

the  variables  have  shown  that  age  is  positively correlated with  altniisn.

Piaget  (1928)  has  suggested  that  a  sociocentric  ol`ientation  (understanding

the  viewpoint  of  another)  begins  around  the  age  of  8.    The uriter  of

this  study was  interested  in  the  relationship between  sociocentric

orientation  and  altruim.

Flavell  (1968)  has  designed  many  simple  tasks  which  measure  a

child's  ability to  take  the  I.ole  of  another  person.    The  author  used

two  of  Flavell's  role-taking  tasks  and  an  altruism  ta.sk  (which  has

been  shared  by many  authors)  to  look  for  any possible  correla.tion

between  altruism  and  sociocentl.ic  ol`ientation.

A  simple  Pear.son  product-moment  correlation  was  done  after  results

were  obtained  fran  60  schoolchildren,   a.ged  7  years  9  months  to  11  yeal's

8  months.     The  variables  age,   sex,   grade,  roletaking  scores  (both  a

combined  score  and  separa.te  scot.es  6f  the.two  tasks),   and  an  altruismi

score  were  conpared.     Significant  correlations  were  found  between

grade  and  altruism  (p  <  .05)  and  between  one  of  the  role-taking  ta.sks

(story telling)  and  altruism  (p  <  .01 ).
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INTRODUCTION

• The  term  prosocial  has  most  recently been  used  to  mean  all  manner

of  positive  social  behaviors  as  opposed  to  ,antisocia.1  behaviors.    All

manner  of  positive  behavior.s  obviously  cover.s  a  wide  apectrum  of  human

action  and  interaction,  interesting not  only to  the  sociologist,

psychologist,  ant,hr.opologist,  etc. ,  but  to  any  individual  who  finds

himse].i.  involved  with  other  hurian  beings.

One  aspect  of  prosocial  behavior  -  altruislii/donating  -  has  been

the  topic  o.f  research  involving  children  an`'l  a,dults.    As  a  measure  oi'

altruism/donating,  experimenters  have  observed  their  subjects  or  asked

teachers  or  others  for  a mea,sun.e  of  sharing  or  giving  behaviors.

Another  experimental  technique  involves  giving  subjects  a. matei.ial

rewa.rd  and  an  opportunity  to  share  it  with  a. poor  children's  fund,

with  a  fellow  subject,  or with  an  established  chari.ty  such  as  the  Marcii

of  Dimes.

Altruism/donating  has  been  defined  by various  authors  in  many

ways.     Elements  common  to  most  definitions  include:    altl.uism  is  a

social,   other-directed  behavior,  done  without  concern  for  self,   and  iioJo

done  in  response  to  social  pressure.    The  giver  expects  nothing  in

return  for  altruistic  behavior  (Cohen,1972;   KI.ebs,1970;   Maca.ulay  &

Berkowitz,1970;  Wi.spe,1968,1972).     For  this  study,   altruism/donating

is  defined  as making  a  gift  ol.  contribution  in  regard  to  another's

interest,  that  is,  with  a  grea.i,er  regard  for  another  than  for  self .    Four
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major  variables  which  have  been  shown  to  relate  to  altruism/donating

will be  looked  at:    modeling,  affect,  leaning  theory,  and  social

maturity theory.

Modeling

Does  a  child  infer  fl.om  an  adult's  speech  just  what  behaviors

would  satisfy the  a.dult?    Do  subtle  cues  in  an  expel.imenter' s  speech

tip  off  the  child  to  a  knowledge  of  desired  experimental  results?

How  are  these  spoken  or  hinted  a.t  desires  of  the  expel.iment`er

responded  to  by the  child?

Hall-is  (1970)  found  that  praise  from  the  experimenter  to  the  model

for  the  model' s  charita.ble  behavior  failed  to  increase  the  donating

behavior  of  observing  children.    Experinenter  pl.aise  or  experimenter

neutral  comments  towal'd  a model  showed  no  significant  differences  in

influence  on  la.ter  sha.ring  behaviors  Of  children.    Also  iri  1970,  a

study  done  by  Grusec  and  Scubins]d  showed  that  a model' s  verbalizations

which  indicated  an  experimenter' s  expectations  for  charitable  behavior

did  not  have  a.  significant  effect  on  subjects`   donating  to  a.  'poor

children'  charity.    Bryan  (1972)  reports  that  children  exposed  to  the

model  who  preached  different  appeals  in  order  to  induce  a  responsibility

to  give  (this  included  a neutral  appeal)   showed no  differences  in

donating  behavior.     "  Reminding  the  child  of  his  social  responsibilities

is  not  a  sufficient  condition  for  affecting  altruistic  beha.vior"  (Bryan,

p.   90).

Although  childr.en  exposed  to  different  models'   verba.1izations  do

not  respond  accordingly when  given  the  opportunity to  donate,  will  they

share  more  when  they  see  a  model  donate?    Possibly  after  seeing  a  rriodel

share,   subjects  have  to  share,   too,   because  they've  compal`ed  themselves

with  the  model.     Or  the  subject  may witness  a  model  sharing  and  change

an  opinion  about  sharing  as  an  avel`sive  behavior.    whatever  the  cause,

subjects  do  share  much  more  after  witnessing  a model  who  actually

shares  than  they  do  after  witnessing  a model  who  only talks  about  it

(Grusec  and   Sfubinski,1970).

The  model' s  behavior  may  determine  the  dil.ection  and magnitude  of

a  child's  altr.uism  according  to  Liebel.t  and  Fernandez   (Note  1 ).     Does

the  behavior  have  to  be  modelled  by  a  specific  someone?    No,  not  if  the

children  in  Bryan  and  Walbek' s  1970  study  are  a  typical  sample  of  children.

These  children,   exposed  to  a  model  experimenter  and  a  model  confederate

imitated  the  models'   behaviors  in  23/36  and  21/36  times,   respectively.

13oth  the  model  ekyerimenter  and  the  model  confedel.ate  spoke  in  agreement

with  their  subsequent  behavior  of  sharing  or  not  sharing.    The  individual

models  (both  females)  did  not  make  any  significant  difference  in  the  imitative

behaviors  of  the  children.  .  The  behaviors  and  speech  of  the  models  made

t:he  difference!     Comparing  the  effects  of  the  behaviors  and  speech  of  the

models,  we  see  that  30/36  subjects  witnessing  a  model  (either  experimenter

or  confedel.ate)  who  shai.ed  her  earnings  with  a  March  of  Dimes  canister

did  the  same.     Only  22/36  subjects  witnessing  a.  model  who  kept  all  of  her

earnings  becalTie  contributors  to  the  March  of  Dimes.
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Although  a  ''nunber  of  studies  have  shown  that  specific  instructions

as  to  the  conditions  under  which  motor  acts  may be  committed  can  be  as

effective. ../as  7 the  influence  of  behavioral  example,  the  evidence  to

date  suggests  that  beha,vioral  example  has  greater  influencing  strength

that  'preachings' "  (Bryap  & Walbeck,   1970,  p.   755)  in  the  studies  which

involve  altruistic/donating  behavior.    This  statenient may have  been

verified by  studies until  1970,  but it is difficult to  justify with

study results  toda.y.

Rice  and  Grusec  (1975)  conpared  behaviors  of  children  who  observed

an  adult model  either  verbalizing  her  donation  to  the  'poor  children'

or  actually  sharing  her wirmings  (rna.rbles)  with  the  'poor  children'  with

the  behavior  of  children who  obsel.ved  a model  verbalizing  and  performing

these  beha.viors.     In. the  study,  model  performance  and  verbalization  and

model  verbalization were  equally as  effective  in  inducing  sharing  in  the

subjects.    According  to  the  author.s,  the  same  sharing  behavior  patterns

showed  up  in  a follomup  situation with  the  subjects  foul. months  later.

In  conclusion,  a model  may influence  a  child' s  beha,vior  but  to  what

extent  the  model  influences  the  child  reminns  uncertain.

Affect

Alt,ruisrty/donatin r'elated  to ositive  affect.    A model' s  affective

response affects  a  child' s  behavior  as  reported  by Midlarsky and  Bryan

(1967).     In  pl`etrial  conditions,  children were  given  a  choice  of  an

occasiona.1  red  light,  `or  an  occasional  M &  M.     Four.  treatments  coupled

with  the  red  light  included:    a  hug,   a, verbal  cue,  both  a  hug  and  a  verbal
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cue,  or  nothing.    In  later  trial  conditions,  Midlarsky and  Bryan  noted

tha,t  the  hug  and  verbal  cue  wet.e most  effective  in  getting  a  child  to

sacrifice  his  M & M's  (p.  h„ ).    Note  that  this  is  a  sacrifice  behavior,

not  an  altruistic/donating  behavior.    The  child  did  not  give  his  M &  M's

to  another without  regard  for  his  oun  interest,  but made  a  choice  to

receive  a hug  and  a verbalization  (positive  affect)  fran  the  experimenter

instea,d  of  receiving  M &  M' s.

Krebs,  in  a  review  (1970),   states  that  all  the  experiments  he

cited  found  indications  that  altruistic  reaponses  when  done  on  behalf

of  others who  had  a  need  wel.e  more  probable  after  donor  success  than  after

donor  failure.     subjects  who  received prior  positive  social  reinforcement

for  a  task  tended  to  help  more  than  subjects  who  received  no .reinforcement

f or  the  same  ta,sk  when  both were  given  the  opportunity to  later  help  needy

others  in  a  hospital  setting  (Steinberg,   Payson,  &  Etrans,197h).     The

foundation  for  a  child's  inclination  to  shal`e  with  others might  be  the

many  or  few  occasions  that  he  has  been  the  recipient  of  actions  which

others  have  directed  to  his  distress  relief,  according  to  Aronfreed  and

Paskel   (1968).

Positive  affect  is  a necessary condition for  an  altruistic/donating

act  (Aronfreed,1968).    He  suggests  that  a  donor's  positive  affect  is

conditioned  by means  of  his  empathic  responses  to  the  recipient,  who

has  had  positive  affective  reactions  to  the  helping  act.

Altrui sn/donatin related  to ne a.tive  affect. Some  expel.imentel.s

have  found  that  positive  affective  states  aid nega.tive  affective  states

will  result  in  altruistic/donating  behavior  (Krebs,1970).    For  example,



subject,s  who  delivered  shocks  in  a  mlgram-type  shock  situation  were  more

likely to  volunteer  for  a  humanitarian  project  than  those  subjects  who

delivered  no  shocks  (Carlsmith  &  Gross,1969).     Subjects  who,   through

failure  on  a,  task,  hurt  a  helpful  person were more  willing  to  give

blood  than  subjects  whc>  did  not  hurt  srich  a  person  (Darlington  &  Ma.cker,

1966).     Perha.ps,   the  negative  affective  states  can  be  undone  by  a

demonstration  of  altruism  toward  the  injured  other  person  ol`  toward  any

Person.

Feelings  definitely are  involved  directly or  indirectly when

an  individual  gives.    Either  the  act  of  giving  allows  the  individua.1

to  avoid  negative  feelings  (for not  giving),  or  the  recipient  expresses

his  appreciation  which  makes  the  donor  feel  good.     Possibly  the  donor

ha.s  had  positive  experiencas  in  the  past  which  warrant  a.  continuation

of  giving  in  the  present  or  he  has  ha.d  a  positive  experience  right

before  the  giving  occurred.    Again,  we  see  that  there  seem  to  be  many

affective  influences  on  a  person who  is  giving.

Leamin Theor

According  to  current  theory,  leaming  is  necessary for  acquisition

and maintenance  of  all  behavior  other  than  behavior  which  can  be

explained  by reflex,  maturation,   or  temporary  states  of  an  organisml.

In  a  general  way,   rewal.ds  and  punishments  control  learning.     Could

altruistic  behavior  possibly be  leal`ned?    This  should not  be  possible,

for  leal.ming  involves  reward  and  altruism/donating  seems  to  involve

giving  something  to  scmeone  else,  possibly to  the  exclusion  of  a  reward

for  self .    Donating,  helping,  or  sharing  behaviors  a.re  done  in  order  to

see  another  per.son  become  satisfied,  pleased,   conforta,ble,   or  whatever.

Here we  encounter  a  problem  for  the  theorist  who  holds  that  all  behavior

is  lea.ned  and  dominated  by reward.    To  a.id  in  understanding  of  the

theoretical  problem,  Rosenhan  (1972)   said  that  affective  or  cognitive

amplification  substitutes  for  external  rewards.    It would be  difficult

to  find  an  action  done  to  help  others  that  could  be  done  with  no

internal  sense  of  satisfaction  for  "doing  a  good  deed® "    "Self-sacrificing

behavior  has  occurred  under  conditions where  little  material  or  social

reward  was  apparent"  (mdlarsky &  Bryan,1967,  p.  hl3)   so  the  reward

could  appear  to  be  internal.

Yet,   Bijou  and  Baer  (1961)   suggest  that  individuals  share  to  avoid

aversive  consequences.    When  a  child  fa.ils  to  share  he  receives  aversive

social  consequences  fran  parents,  teachers,  peers,   or  the  potential

recipient.     This  was  shown  experimentally by Hartman,   Gelfand,   Smith,

Paul,   CI.omer,   Page,   and  Lebenta.  (1976).     "Staring  of  resources  can  be

acquired  through  aversive  consequences  for  failure  to  share  combined

with  a  specific  statement  of  the  aversive  .contingency in  effect"

(Hartman,   et  al.,  p.  336).     Children  who  at  first  chose  to  not  contribute

pennies  to  help  another  child win  a, prize,  learned  to  contribute  in  order

to  avoid  receiving  a  fine.     In  the  same  study,   subjects'  dona.ting

behavior  markedly  decreased  when  they were  made  aware  of  the  end  to

aver.sive  consequences  for  a non-helping  behavior.

Midlarsky  and  ELyan  (1967)   showed  that  training  which  included

positive  reinforcement  in  the  form  of  a  hug  and  a  positive  expr'essive



cue were  effective  in  inducing  children  to  sacrifice.    Positive

I.einforcement,  a.voidance  of  a,versive  consequence,   or  cognitive

substitutes  for  extemal  rewards may a.11  be  components  of  a  leaming

theory explanation  of  donating/altruisTl beha.vior.

Role-Takin Abilit

Theory regarding  role-taking  a,bility in  young  children  ha,s  been

expl.essed  by  cognitive  theorist  Jean  Piaget  (1928).    He  stated  that

the  egocentric  orientation  of  role-taking  undergoes  a.  tl.ansforma.Lion

to  a  sociocentric  orientation  around  the  age  of  8.    In  other words,  a

child' s  point  of  view  changes  from  seeing  everything  fran  his  own

egocentric  viewpoint  to  having  the  ability to  see  things from  the

viewpoint  of  another.

In  Kohlberg' s  levels  (1969)   of  moral  development,  we  find  a

parallel  to  Piaget' s  egocentric/sociocentric  orientation.    According

to  Kohlberg,  the  rea`sons  behind morality change  drastically in  a

child's  development  from  level  1   to  2  as  follows:

1 )     judgrrlents  are  based  on  hedonic  consequences  of
an  act  -  reward  or  punishment  fran  an  external
source

2)    morality is  a  function  of  appr`oval  or  disapproval
of  others

As  the  child  develops,  his  orientation  and  reasoning  behind moral

judgments  change  from  "What  will  happen  to  me?"  to   "How  am  I  to  be

viewed?''.    His  reasoning may be  other-directed  (sociocentric)  in

Kohlberg's  level  2.    While  Kohlberg  gives  no  specific  age  requirements
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for  his  levels  of  moral  development,  Piaget's  age  8  has  been  frequently

checked  out  by  experiment   (Harris,1971 ;   Krebs.&  Sturrup,197L[;   Rushton

& Wienel`,1975).     "Younger  children  would  likely have  difficulty

placing  themselves  in  the  role  of  a  needy  other  which  may be  a

prerequisite  for  empathet,ic  and  syrripathetic  affect"   (Rosenhan,1972,

p.   ,59).

Ther:  is  much  evidence 'that  leaning  how  bo  show  and  actually

showing  altruistic/donating  behavior  increa,sea  with  age  anil  also

th:7t  age  is  positively related  to  cognitive  development.     Studies

which  have  noted  the  correaponding  relationship  between  difl`el`ences

in  age  and  altruism/donating  are  many  (fry,1976;   Handlon  &  Gross,1959;

Harris,1971 ;   Krebs  &  Sbul.rup,197L;   mdlarsky  &  ELyan,1967;   Rosenhan,

1972;   Rothenberg,1970;   Rushton  &  Wiener,1975;   Ugurel-semin,1952).

These  studies  have  shown  5th  graders  to  be  more  altruistic  than  3rd

gr.aders,   3rd  and  hth  graders  to  be  considerably more  charitable  than

1 st  and  2nd  gradel`s,   and  11   year  olds  to  be  more  altruistic  than  7  year.

olds.    Also,   those  elementary  students  who  were  more  able  to  comprehend

another' s  viewpoint  (sociocentric  as  opposed  i,o  egocent,ric)  were  also

more  able  to  behave  altruistically toward  peers.    Thus,  the  idea  of

changes  in  age  and/or.  cognitive  development  with  corresponding  changes

in  sharing/a.Itruism  has  received  much  support.

However,  we  find  that  results  of  these  studies  do  not  all  agl`ee.

In  an  attempt  to  empirically demonstrgte  the  degree  of  interrelationships

between  areas  of  cognitive  functioning,  Rushton  and  Wiener  found

significant  age  differences  in  2  role-taking  and  2  generosity tasks.
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When  the  interaction  between  the  role-tal¢ing  tasks  and  the  generosity

tasks  was  ca.Iculated,  no  significant  correlation  occurred  between  them.

This  lack  of  relationship  ''casts  doubt  on  the  hypothesis  that  some

general  change  in  cognitive  development  mediates  the  age  changes

consistently found  in  altruistic  behavior"  (Rushton  &  Wiener,  p.  .3LL8).

Ithile  no  significant  correlation  existed between  these  results,

Rushton  and  Wiener  (1975)  did  not  point  out  that  there  was  one

significant positive  correlation between  a  role-taking  task  and  a  behavioral

task  (generosity  to  charity)  at  the  0.01   level.    In  other  words,   those

11   year  olds  who  scored  highest  on  the  role-taking  task  also  contributed

most  to  a  fund  for.   "Sa.ve  the  Children."    Those  who   scol.ed  lower  on  the

role-taking  task  contributed  less.    This was  not  true  for  the  7  year

olds.     The  correlation  between  these  two  tasks  for  the  7  year  olds  wa,s

close  to  zero.     Yet,   the  older  childhen  were  more  advanced  (on  all

cognitive  measures)   and  more  gener`ous  (on  all  behavioral  mea,sures).

Why  such  a  large  difference  between  t,he  two  ages?    Does  the  role-taking

task  mea,sure  role-taking  at  the  higher  a.ge  ranges  and  not  at  th3  I.over.?

Rushton  and  Wiener  could  have  tested  7  through  11   year  olds  to  see  if

per.haps  there might  be  a positive  cori.elation  between  this  role-taking

task .and  their  a.Itruism  task  with  only the  older  children.

Possibly,   the  seven  cognitive  tasks  (taking  LO  minutes  time)

followed  by  the  three  behavioral  tasks  (taking  15  minutes  time)  were  too

long  for  the  younger  child  and  this  subsequently  showed  inp  in  an

inconsistency in  the  behavioral  and  cognitive  results.    For  this  age

group,   there  was  not  even  a  significant  col.relation  between  generosity
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each  child  for  a.t  least  10  periods  of  10-15 minutes  each  and  teachers

rated  each  child  on many behavioral  categories,  including  a,ltruim.

Although role-taking  ability and altruistic behavior  did  correlate

positively for  KI.ebs  and  Sturrup,  none  of  the  individua.1  components  of

altruism wel.e  significantly correla.ted with  role-taking  ability.    The

authors  suggest  that  a  ''lack  of  relia.bility of  the  coded  classroom

behavior"  (Krebs  &  Sburr.up,197h,  p.  ho8)  was  a majori  liritation.     This

fact,   together.with  Flavell's  (1968)  criticism  of  Task  1-a  as

underestima.ting  ''the  skills  it  was  designed  to  tap"  (Flavell,  p.  h8)

would  certainly warl'ant  further  study of  the  I.elationship  between

altruism/donating behavior  and  role-taking  ability in  a Krebs  and

Sturmp  type  study.

As  we  have  noted,  I.esearchel`s  have  approached  the  a.Itruisn/donating

act  from many perspectives.    A  few have  been  presented  here.    Model

preachings,  model  actions,  experimenter  expectations,  affect  of  the

donor recipient,  past  leaming with  either positive  reinfbrcenent  or

avoidance  of  aver.sive  consequence  -   all  of  these  may be  direct  or

indirect  causes  of  altruistic  behavior.    Could it  be  possible  that  all

modelling,  all  learning,  all  experiences  of  affect  build up  to  a  time

in  the  child' s  life  when  he  is  rea,dy to  understand  hotr  someone  in

need feels?    Obviously,  the  studies  cited  do  show  a  relationship  between

altruistic  behaviors  and many,  many external  and  internal  "happenings. "

But,  if  Piaget  and Kohlberg  are  right,  then  any  ''effects"  on  the

altruistic  behaviors  of  a  child  are  secondary to  his  cognitive

d.evelopment.    In  other  words,  if  a  child  does  not  have  a  level  of
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cognition  to  understand  the  viewpoint  of  another  person,  then  that  child

carmot  understand  the  needs  of  another  person.    Then,  understanding  the

viewpoint  of  another  is  independent  of modelling,  learning,  and/or

exper.iences  of  affect.    Without  an  understanding  of  another's  needs,  he

will  not  be  shal.ing  in  ol.der  to  help  the  other person.    Thile  he  may

share  because  he  has  been  reinforced  to  do  so  or  because  he  has  watched

others  do  so,  he  will  not  be  "making  a  gift  or  contribution  in  regard

to  anothel'' s  interest" which  is  our  definition  of  a.Itruiso/donating.

STATERENT   0F  PROBIEM

Studies  have  shown  altruism/donating  behavior  to  be  related  to many

variables.    The  one  variable  which  seems  to  be  unvarying  in  its

relationship  to  altruierii  is  age.    All  studies which  have  introduced  age

as  one  of  the  variables,  ha,ve  shown  tha.t  age  is  positively  corl.elated

with  an  increase  in  (any number  of  situations  involving)  altruism/donating.

Piaget  has  noted  tha.t  a.  sociocentric  orientation  begins  around  the  age

of  8.    The  present  study tested  the  relationship  between  age,  grade,   sex,

role-.taking  ability and  altruism/donating behavior..

The  null  hypothesis  for  this  study is  that  there  would  be  no

significant  positive  correlation between  role-taking  tasks  and  the

altruism/dona,ting  task.    It was  also  predicted  that,  as  in pa.st  studies,

there  would be  a  positive  correlation  between  age  and  a.Itruism/donating

scores  and between  age  and  role-taking  task  results.

1L



. Role-takin task  i  -  blocks  task.
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Flavell  (1968)  designed  3  tasks

METHOD

Confederat,e

The  60  subjects  used  in  this  study were  2nd,   3rd,   and  i+th  grade

students  attending  Cotswold  Elementary  School  in  Charlotte,  North  Carolina.

This  school  has  children  from  a  popula.Lion  of  lowel`-middle  to  upper-Ijd`jc'|e

class  parents.     'I'he  children  were  invited  to  participate  in  this  3.budy

by  a  sealed  note  sent  to  ea.ch  individual  home  (see  Appendic A)  requiring

a parental  signature  before  the  child was  a.Ilowed  to  participate.    Prior

to  beginning  the  tasks,  each  subject  was  individually  asked  whether  or

not  he  desired  to  participate.

The  students  from  one  classroom  of  ea,ch  .grade  participated.     Siibjects

were' called  in  a  randomized  ol.der.     Twenty-eight  males  and  32  fema.1es

conprised  the  population.    Approxima,tely  one-third  of  the  children  from

each  grade  were  tested  on  each  of  the  three  days.     Mean  age  of  the

subjects  in  the  study was  9  years  3  months  (111   months),   the  range  fran

7  years  9  months  to  11   years  8  months.     The  experimenter  and  confederate,

both  females,  were  used  throughout  the  study.

Matel.ials

Materials  used  during  both  role-taking  tasks  include:    two  tables

of  equal  size,  five  chairs,   and  a  'thealth"  room which  is  separate  from

the  rna.in  classrooms  of  the  school.
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to  test  role-taking  in middle  childhood  and  adolescence.     Two  of  these

were  used  in  the  present  study.    Task  1-C  tests  a  "perceptual"  role-t,aking

skill  and  involves  the  "subject's  ability to  predict  the  appearance  of  a

stimulus  display from  the  position(s)  or  perspective(s)  other  than  his

own"   (Flc..veil,1968,   p.   55).     The  three  stimulus  diaplays  used  by  the

author  consisted  of  a  wooden  block,  t,hree  wooden  cylindel`s  of  equivalent

height,   and  three  wooden  cylinders  of  differing  heights.    Ea.ch  succeeding

display placed  an  additional  demand  on  the  subject  by  adding  a  new  feature

that  had  to  be  taken  into  account  in  trying  to  reproduce  the  confedel.a.te' s

perspective.     (see  Figul'e  1,   p.17)

Each  display was  securely fastened  onto  a.  9"  X  12"  piece  of  cardboal.d

to  keep  spatial  int,errelationships  constant.    These  were  placed

individually  on  Table  A  and  the  subject was  given  an  equivalent  set  of

cylinders  (or  block)  with  which  to  reproduce  each  block  display  as  seen

by the  confedera.te.    As  the  subject  arranged  the  elements  on  Table  8,

there  was  a  blank  sheet  of  paper  under  the  block  (or  cylinders).     These

papers  were  used  by  the  experimenter  to  tl`ace  the  subject's  placement

of  blocks,   as  Flavell  had  done.

2  -  stor Flavell' s  task  1 -D  used  a

seven  picture  story.     The  illustrations,  drawn  on  5"  X  8"  cards,  were

as .f ollows :

1 )     A  boy  is  walking  along  a  sidewa.Ik,  whistling  and  waving  a
stick
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F±_qul._e___1__  -   Diaplay  arrangements

Display  1   consisted  of  a
single  rectangular  wooden
block

Display 2  consisted  of
3  identica.1  cylinders,
standing  on  end  in  the
a]Tangement  shom

Display 3  consisted  of
3  wooden  cylinders,
identical  in  diameter,  of
3  different  heights:    low  (L);
medium   (M);   high   (H)

it2)

18

The  boy looks  frightened  and  drops  his  stick  as  he  sees  a  dog
I.trming  toward  him

The  boy rurts,  looking  back  at  the  dog,  who  is  in  pursuit

The  boy  is  shown  ]unning  with  outstl.etched  arms  toward  an  apple
tree  -his  face  doesn't  show

%5)    The  boy  scrambles  up  the  tree,  the  dog  ripping  at  his heels

6)    The  boy is  shown  standing  up  in  the  tree.     The  dog  is  in  the
background,   across  the  street,   and  heading  away from  the  boy.
Although  the  boy's  head  is  partly  turned  toward  the  dog,  he
has  no  particular  expression

7)    The  boy  is  seated  in  the  tree,  eating  an  apple.     The  dog  is
not  to  be  seen.

During  the  second  ha.If  of  the  story telling  task,  the  asterisked  cards

were  removed.     The  story was  then  formied  fl-om  cards  1,   h,   6,   and  7.

Altruigr/donatin t'ask. To  each  subject  was  given  25  pennies,

wrapped  in  a  penny roll.    A  Small  contributions  box,  attached  to  a

colorful  sign  reading  "Help  the  Poor  Children"  was  used  for  the

altruisITl  task.     Six  pictures  of  children were  a.ttached  to  the  sign.

This  "Help  the  Poor  Children"  display was  set  up  in  the  hallway

between  the  classrooms  and  the  hea.Ith  room.

Procedures

Role-takin task  1   -  blocks  task. The  experimenter  went  to  the

classroom  to  call  each  subject  individually.    The  experinenter  welcomed

the  subject  by intl'oducing  herself  and  casually  chatting.    As  the

experimenter  and  the  subject  entered  the  health  room,  met  the

confederate  and  took  their  seats,  the  experimenter  asked for  the  subject's
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permission  to  do  the  tasks  with  him.    With  permission,   the  tasks

continued.

'I'he  confederate  sat  facing  the  first  display  (a  rectangular  block)

and  the  subject  was  handed  an  equivalent  block.     (For  verbal  instnlctions,

see  Appendix  8.)    With  correct  placement }of  block  1,   the  experimentier

handed  the  subject  the  thl.ee  equivalent  cylinders  and  the  confederat3

put  Display 2  in  front  of  herself .    This  continued  through  all  three

displays.    Then  the  confederate  changed  chairs,   to  position  2   (a  side

position),   and  the  three  displa,ys were  gone  through  again,  from  a

diff'erent  perspective   (see  Figure  2,  p.  20).

However,   if  both  Displays  1   and  2  were  reproduced  by  the  subject

fl.om  an  egocentric  viewpoint  then  the  confedera.te  would  go  to  position

2  and  begin  fran  t,his  position  with  Display  1.    Again,  if  Display  1   was

reproduced  from  an  egocentric  viewpoint,  then  the  subject  wa.s  asked  if

he  wanted  to  go  t,o.the  confederate's  chair  to  view  it  from  her

perapective.     This  was  done  only with  Display  1.     If  there  were  only

egocentric  reproductions  of  Displays  1   and  2  from  the  second  position,

role-taking  task  2  was  begun.

Role-takin task  2  -  stol. tellin •     Flavell's   (1968)   task  1-D

illustrates  tha.t  "role-taking  usually demands more  than  just  the

ability  to  counteract  the  insistent  intrusion  of  one' s  own  search"

(Fla.veil,   p.   81).    An  individual,   once  exposed  to  a  stimulus,  will

probably  remember  the  origina,i  even  though  it  is  later.  changed.    By

showing  a  subject  a  series  of  pictures  and  a,sking  for  the  story that

E±g±]|±_2_  -  Room  arrangement

X
Confederate  position  2

subject    X

Confederate
Position

1

X   Experinenter

20
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goes  with  these  pictures,   an  expel.imenter  allows  that  subject  to  find  his

own  perspective  on  the  pictures.     fry modifying  the  story through  removal

of  the  pictures  and  by  a.sking  the  subject  to  give  a.  confederate's

per.spective  of  this  new  story,   the  expel`imenter  can  determine  whether

or  not  a  subject  is  able  to  leave  ''the  intrusions"  of  his  perspective

behind  and  find  the  per.spective  of  another  (the  confede.rate).

The  confederate  excused  herself  from  the  health  room  to  sit  out  in

the  hallway.    The  experimenter  removed  all  remaining  blocks  or  displays

from  the  tables.     The   seven  pictur.e   stor'giv  fr'om  FTa,vell's   (1968)   task  1-D  -.fas

given  to  the  subject  (see  Methods  section,   Ma,terials  subsection).    After

the  subject  r.elated  the  story  to  the  experimenter,   three  cards  were

removed  and  the  subject  was  a,sked  to  go  into  the  hallway  to  t,ell  the

confeder'ate  to  come  into  the  I.oom.     The  subject  then  related  a,  story  to

the  confederat,e  from  the  four  cards,   and  fl.om  the  confederate' s

perspective  as  the  subject  under.stood  this.

The  initial  story  (from  seven  cards)  is  fairly obvious.    After  the

story was  told  by  the  subject  to  t,he  experimenter,   cards  were  removed

which  change  the  visual  story drastically.    The  subject,  is  asked  to  tell

the  confeder'a.te  to  return  to  the  room;  the  experimenter  turned  on

a  tape  recorder  to  keep  a  record  of  the  subject's  response  to  the  four

picture  story.

4|t_rL]±±Lng/_qor±a+i_P_g_±±£!S.     The  confederate  escorted  the   subject  bac!c

to  the  classr`oom  via  a  setup  for  contributions  bo   "Help  the  Poor

Children''.     The  container  ha,d  25  permies  in  it  already.     The  confederate
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returned  to  the  health  room  to  give  the  subject  time  to  contribute  (or

not  contribute).    Returning  to  the  container,  the  confederate  determined

if  the  subject  had  added  any of  his  earnings  to  it.    The  confederate

recorded  and  removed  pennies  added  and  returned  to  the  health  roan  to

begin  role-taking  task  1.    Meanwhile,   the  experimenter  went  to  the

classroon  to  call  the  next  subject.

LSLc_oring

1   -  blocks  task. There  were  L  perspectives  in

relation  to  the  subject  from which  all  of  the  diaplays  could  be

reproduced  -  both  the  right  and  left  sides,  the  opposite  side,  and  the

same  side.     Only  one  of  these  is  the  cor.I`ect  reproduction  for  any  of

the  displays.    As  the  subject  pla.ced  his  block  (cylinder)  onto  the

table  in  front  of  hit,  there was  a  sheet  of  tracing paper under  the

block.

If  the  subject  agreed  that  his  block  arrangement  looked  the  same

way  to  him  as  the  diaplay  looked  to  the  confederate,  then .the

expel.imenter  traced  this  a,rrangement  onto  the  tracing paper  la.belling

it with  initials  to  signify which  child  did it,  making note  of  height

of  cylinders  for  display 3.    The  tracings made  were  later  compared

with  a  standal-d  sheet  made  from  the  actual  diaplays.

If  the  arl.angement  made  by  the  child  was  closer  in  resemblance  to

the  confederate' s  viewpoint  than  it  was  to  any  of  the  three  other  viewpoints,

most  cl.edit  was  given.    If  it  apprexinated neither  the  confederate' s

viewpoint  nor  the  subject's  viewpoint,   a middle  amount  of  credit  was
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given.    No  credit  was  given  for  a  block  (cylinders)  reproduced  as  seen

by  the  subject  (an  egocentric  viewpoint).

Flavell  (1968)  assigned  more  weight  to  correct  arrangements  in  each

succeedingly  difficult  task.     So,  the marcinum  scores  for  displays  i,  2,

and  3  are  3,  h,   and  5  points,   respectively.     The  su.bject  could  have  a

maximum  score  of  2h  as  he  worked  on  each  display from  two  perspectives.

Two  judges  independently  scored ]€  of  the  displays  apd  the  inter-judge

reliability was  98%.     (Please  refer  to  Appendix  C  for  ari  ea.si,3.r

explana.Lion  of  scoring  on  this  task. )

Role-takin task  2  -  stop As  the  subject  told the  seven

picture  story in  task  2,  the  experimenter  listened.    If  the  child  did

not  mention  anything  a.bout  the  dog  chasing  the  boy,   the  experimenter

a,sked  why  the  boy  climbed  the  tree.    This  first  part  of  the  task  was

not  scored  or  recorded.    However,  if  the  subject  did not  mention  the

dog  as  a  fear motive  for  the  boy  cliinbing  the  tree,  these  task  results

could  not  be  used.

After  the  confederate  re-entered,   the  subject  was  given  only  carc3.s

1,   I,   6,   and  7  from  which  t,o  make  a  new  story.     This  new  story was

tape  recorded.     If  the  subject  did  not  mention  why  the  boy  climbed  the

tree,   the  experimenter  questioned  him  about  this  again.     The  su.bject' s

r.esponse  was  given  points,   according  to  four  categories.    As  in  role-taking

ta.sk  1,   a  maJcimum  score  was  given  to  those   stories  which  would  most

closely  correspond  to  a  story from  the  confederate' s  perspective.    No

points were  given  to  a.  story told  entirely fran  the  subject's  initial

viewpoint  of  the  seven  pictures.     (See  Appendix  C  for  nor.e  complete

scoring  instructions. )

Altruiffn/donatin taskc The  number  of  pennies  donated  out  of  a
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possible  25  made  up  the  altruism  score.

The  total  points  possible  per  subject  for  the  two  role-taking  tasl{s

was  30.     Correlation  coefficients  were  calculated  to  dete]mine  which

varia.bles  (role-taking,   story  telling,  b].ocks  task,   age,   sex,   o.r  gra``je)

are  the  best  predictor  of  altruism/donating.
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RESULTS

A  general  increa.se   (by  gra,de  level)  in  mean  scores  of  both  role-

taking  tasks  was  found.     The  mean  altruiffn/donating  score  more  than

doubled  fran  3rd  grade  to  Lth  gr.a.de  but  did not  increase  fran  2nd  gra.de

t,o  3rd  grade.     Table  i,   page  26,   shows  means  and  standard  deviations   (in

parentheses),   according  to  grade  level,   of  age,   stol.y  telling  ta.sk  score,

blocks  task  score,  role-taking  tasks  score,  and  altruism/donating  score.

Correlation  coefficients  were  calculated  (  Table  2,  p.  27)  to

determine  which  variables were  the  best  predictors  of  altruism/donating.

The  results  indicate  that  of  the  2  role-taking  tasks  the  story telling

task would  seem  to  be  the  best  predictor.    This  story  telling  task

I.equired  the  subject  to  i,ell  a  stol`y fran  his  own  perspective,  then  to

put  aside  his  initial  impressions  of  that  story and  to  tell  the  story

fl`om  tbe  perspective  of  another.    nie  to  the  fact  that  story  telling

correlated  significantly with  a.ItruiEm/donating,  the  null  hypothesis

was  rejected.    The  results  of  the  story  telling  task  are  a  predictor

of  the  behavioral  task  of  donating  to  "Help  the  Poor  Children"  fund.

The  blocks  task was  not,  significantly  corl`elated  with  altruism/

donating  ben,i.vior.  ` In  the  blocks  task,   the  subject,  arranged  blocks  or

cylinders  from  the  visual  per.spective  of  another.    Also,   t,he  composite

role-taking  scor.e  correlates  with  altruism but  fails  to  reach  an

acceptable  level  of  significance.    This  is  pl'obably due  to  the  lack  of

significance  between  the  blocks  task  and  the  altruism/donating  results.
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Grade  I-evel

3L

subject  age
(months)

story telling

blocks  task

I.Ole-taking

altruian

98.8   (6.75)

2.5   (1.7L)

8.8    (5.12)

11.3    (5.3h)

3.6   (6.8L)

.     110.9    (5.911)

3.2    (1.99)

9.3   (5.62)

12.5   (6.26)

3.3   (5.L6)

123.0   (6.69)

3.8   (2.09)

10.7   (6.06)

1h.5   (6.65)

7.7   (8.56)

Table  1  :    Means  and  standard  deviations  a.ccording  to  grade  level
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A  typical  finding  of  other  studies  is  that  altruism/donating  and

age  are  related.    In  this  study the  corlielation  did not  reach

significance.    Grade  level was  significantly correlated with  altruian/

donating.

grade .

age

story telling

blocks  task

role-taking

-)(-p         .05

age        story telling   blocks  task   role-taking    altruism

.8526if-;(-              .2651 -x.                          .1392                        .2116                  .235hi€

.0770

i*,p        .01

Table  2 :    Corr.elation  coefficients

.o287                     .0508                .1683

.127h                       .L380jLjf           . 3896iL3{

• 9L7h-xi[           . o639

.1836
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DISCUSSION

Krebs  a.nd  St,urrup  (197h)  found  a  low  non-significant  positive

coirelation  between  two  of  Flavell' s  (1968)  measures  of  role-taking

ability  (including  the  story telling  task  used  in  the  present  study)  and

their  three  components  of  altruism.    Their  components  of  altruism  were

made  up  of  subject  observation  by  college  students  and  t,eacher.  ratings

of  subjects.    Altruism/donating  in  the  present  task was  a  behavioral

measure  which  involved  actual  donating  to  a  fund  for  children.    In  this

study,   a  significant,  positive  correla.Lion  was  found  between  Flavell' s

story telling  task  and  this  beha.vior'al measure  of  altruism/dona,ting.

Some  difficulties  are  suggested  by  the  subjective  rating  system

used  by  Krebs  a,nd  St,urrup   (197h).     The  altruism  score 'obtained  by

college  student  ratings  of  subjects  a.fter  ten  (10-15  minute)  observat,ions

wa,s  made  up  of  the  categories  ''offers  help,   offers  support,   and  suggests

I`esponsibility"   (Krebs  and  Sturl'up,197LL,   p.   L07).     Teachers  also  rated

t,he  subjects  a.cool.ding  to  a  behavioral  category  of  altruism  which  was

based  on  observation  of  the  subjects.    Personal  likes  or  dislikes  and

subject  persona.1ity  differences  could  ea.sily  affect  teacher  and  college

student  ratings  of  subjects.    A  behavioral mea.sure  of  altr.uirm,   such

as  the  one  used  in  the  present  study,  yields  a.  consistent  objective

score  for  each  subject.    The  score  is  not  afic.ected  by personal  experimenter

bias.    The  story  telling  ta.sk  is  an  adequa.te  predictor  of  such  a

behavioral measure  of  altl.uism.    Perha,ps  the  results  of  the  study by
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Krebs  and  Sturrup  (197h),  with  use  of  a.  behavioral measure  of  altl.ulan,

would  have  yielded  a  significant  correlation  between  altrmisrii  and  Flavell' s

(1968)  measi]res  of  I`ole-taking  ability.

Rushton  and Wiener  (1975)  found  the  cognitive  tasks  (including  the

blocks  task  used  in  ther present  study) to  have  no  positive  correlation  to

the  2  behaviol`al measures  of  altruism  (including  a  ''Save  the  Childl'en

F\md"  charity  similar  to  the  altruirm measure  in  the  present  study).

This  finding  agrees with  the  results  of  the  present  study in which  the

blocks  task  had  a.  significant  positive  correlation  with  neither  the

altruien  task nor  the  other measure  of  role-taking,  story telling.

Because  the  present  study  and  Rushton  and  Wienel`' s  study both  found

the  blocks  task  to  be  non-significantly correlated with  the  behavioral

measure  of  altruism,  it  is  concluded  that  Flavell's  blocks  task  is  not

a predictor  of  altruistic  behavior.

Some  support  is  offered  for  the  cognitive  developmental  theory

which  postulates  that  structures  of  thought  help  to  determine  social

behavior.    Grade  level  is  significantly correlated with both  story

telling  and  altruism/donating.    Therefol`e .grade  level  is  a useful

predictor  of  role-taking  orientation  and  altruistic  behavior.    Studies

by Rothenberg  (1970)  and  Harris  (1971)  agree  with  this  finding.    Failure

to  find  a  significant  correlation between  age  and alt,ruism/donating

is  not  consistent with many other  studies.

in  conclusion,  the  fact  that  the  story telling  task  in  the  present

study was  significantly  col.related with  a behavioral measure  of

altruism  suggests  that  Flavell's  story telling  task  (1968)  is  a  useful
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predictor  of  altruism/donating  behavior.    Children  able  to  take  the  role

or  perspective  of  another will  be  the most  likely to  contribute  to  an

altruism/donating  type  of  concern.
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Cotswold  Elementar.y  School
Charlotte,  N.C.
April  25,1977

Dear  Parents,

lfr.  H.  Beaver,  your  child's  teacher,  and  I  are  asking  your  permission  to
allow to  be  a pat.t  of my  study on  children's  sharing
behaviors.     However,  we  need  your permission.     (The  consent  of  your  child
will  a,lso  be  sought.    If  he  or  the  does  not  want  to  take  part,  he  or
she  will  not  have  to. )

All  information  obtained  about  the  children  in  the  study will  be  used
for  research  purposes.     If  you  ha,ve  any  questions,  plea,se  contact  me.
Ib would  be  best  for  the  study. if  your  child  knows  nothing  about  it
before  the  study begins.    Thank  you kindly.

Most  Sincerely,
Mir.   H.   Bea.ver,   principal
teacher
Judith  Desnidt

I  do  wish  that
my  child' s  name

study.

I  do  not  wish  tha.t

Desnidt' s  study.

be  permitted  to  be  in  Ms.  Desnidt' s

b6  permitted  to  be  in  Ms.

Signed,

my  child' s  name

Please  send  this  portion with  your  child  tomol.row.    He/she  carmot
participate  without  your  permission.    Thank  you!
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A.PPENDIX   8

Task  conversations_  __   _    ___     _                 _               _

Role-takin task  1   -  blocks  task. 1thile  wa]king  the  subject  to  the

health  ro`om,  the  experinenter would  allow  the  su.bject  to  talk.    If  the

subject  seemed  to  have  nothing  to  say,  the  experimenter would  tell  the

subject  tha,t  there  were  two  games  for  theni  to  play in  the  health  room.

As  the  experimenter  and  subject  came  into  the  health  room,  the

experinenter  introduced  the  confedel.ate  to  the  subject.    The  experimenter

told  the  subject  where  to  sit  and  said,   ''We  have  two  games  to  play,  as

Ilve  told  you  before.     One  is  a.  block  game  and  one  is  a  story  game.

How would  you  like  to  help  us  play them?"    With  the  subject's

permission,  the  games  started.

The  experimenter  said  to  the  subject,   ''The  confederate  is  looking

very carefully at  her  block  over  there.    I  wonder  i.f  I  give  you  a

block  just  like  it  if  you  can make  it  look  the  same  to  you here

(experimenter  pointing  to  the  paper  on  table  8)  as  this  one  looks  to

the  confederate  over  there?"    With  correct  placement  of  block  1,  the

experimenter  asked  the  subject,   ''Is  that  how  it  looks  to  the  confederate?"

If  the  subject  answered  ''Yes"  or  was  affirmative  in  some  other  way,

the  expel.imenter  said  "Okay",     traced  the  block.,  turned  the  paper  over,

and  pl.oceeded  to  Display 2.     The  expel.imenter  a,gain  addressed  the

subject,   ''Now  the  confederate  is  looking  at  three  cylinders.     Could

you make  thl.ee  cylinders  look  the  same  to  you  over  here  as  they  look
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over  there  to  the  confederate?"    This  same  explanation  continued  unless

it  was  obvious  that  the  subject  knew  exactly what  to  do.

With  a  problem  in  understanding  on  the  part  of  the  subject,   or  with

an  incorrect  placement  of  Display  1,   the  subject  was  asked,   "Would  you

like  bo  go  to  the  confederate's  chair  to  look  at  how  she  sees  it?"    The

confederate  would  say,   ''Come  and  stand  here  to  see  how  it  looks  to  me."

Then  the  experimentter  would  ask  the  subject  to  return  to  his  chair  to

check  if  his  block  looked  just  the  same  to  him  as  the  confedera.te's

looked  to  her.

Role-taking  task  2  -  stor tellin •     The  experiment.er  told  the  subject,

''The  confederate  ha,s  to  sit  out  in  the  hallway until we  finish  this

story."    If  the  subject  questioned  this,  the  experimenter  told  hit,   ''She

cannot  hear  the  story  that  you  are  going  to  tell me."    After  the

confedel.ate  left  the  room,   the  experimenter  said  to  the  subject,   ''These

seven  ca.rds  tell  a  story.     Tell  me  what  you  think  the  story  is."    1then

a  little  extra.  encouragement  was  needed,  the  experimenter  would  add,   "Try

to  tell me  the  story i,hat  these  pictures  tell  you."

After.  the  confeder.ate  re-entered  the  I.oom,  the  experimenter

explained,   "The  subject  now  has  four  cards.     You  didn't  hear  the  stor'y

that  the  subject  told  me.    (Addressing  the  subject)    Would  you  pretend

tha.t  you  are  the  confedera.te  and  tell  the  story that  she  would  tell

from  these  four  cards?"    If  the  subject  had  any trouble  understanding

what  to  do,   the  confedera.te  asked  the  subject,   "What  story  do  these

pictur.es  tell  me?"    If  the  subject  did  not  make  clea.r  why  the  boy wa.s
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in  the  tree,   the  experimenter  asked  him,   'twhy  does  the  confederate  think

t,he  boy  climbed  the  tree?"

After  completion  of  these  two  role-taking  tasks,   the  subject  was

thanked  by  the  exper.imenter  and  told  that,  he  could  go  back  to  his

classroom  accompanied  by  the  confederate.     As  the  subject  was  thanked,

he  was  given  25  permi6s  for  the   ''work  you  have  done."    The  experimenter

told  the  subject  that  the  pennies  were  to  do  with  as  the  subject  plea.sed.

Altrui The  confederate  escorted  the  subject  back

to  the  classroom,   telling  him,   "Oh,  her.e's  a  container  for  money  for

the  poor  children.     It  helps  childl`en  who  don't  ha.ve  enough  money for

toys.     I  have  to  go  back  to  the  health  room  now.     Can  you  go  back  to

class  by  yourself?     (Pause  for  answer.)    Goodbye,   subject,   and  thanks

again . „

Each  tine  the  words  ''the  confederate"  and  "the  subject'.I  were

used  in  the  conversations,   actual  first  names  were  used.

Task  scorin :    role-takin

APPENDIX  a

task  1   -  blocks  task

Display  1   (rectangular  block)

iiconfederate  sitting  opposite  the  subject  and  the  confedel`a.te  sitting
on  the  side  of  the  subject

1 st  attempt                                                                 2nd  attempt

correct.,,,,,,
not  correct  .....
not  correct  .....

®,~,,®,®,,

correct......
.  neither  confederate' s

nor  subject's
pel`spective  .

not  corl.ect  ................  egocentric

Display. 2   (3  cylinders  of  equal. height)

i{  both  subtasks

correct........................
partial  correct

(neither  confederate' s  nor  subject.I s  per.spective)
egocentric     ...... `   .
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Display 3  (3  cylinders  of  different  height)

i€ both  subtasks

correct  height  and  placement    .............
1   of  3  correct  height,  all  correct  placement    .....
col.r`ect  placement  only    ................
corl`ect  height  (front  to  back  or  left  to  right    ....
totally  egocentric    ..................



Ta.sk  scorin role-takin task  2  -  stop

Points  were  given  as  follows:

The  subject  ga,ve  the  story entirely from  the  confederate' s
perspective.    Included  were  no  fear. motives  for  the  rea.son
that  the  boy cliinbed  the  tree.    The  dog  is  only a  part  of
the  background  (Card  6),  not  influential  in making  the
boy  clinb  the  tree  ........................  6

The  subject  told  the  story from  the  confederate' s
perspective,   and  included  some  fear  motive,  proba.bly  a.s
a  rationalization  fran  the  confederate' s per.spective.
Flavell  gave  examples  of  a  ghost  or  something  that  the
subject  said  the  confedera.te  thought  it  could be  .........  h

Although  the  subject  did not  initially mention fear  of
the  dog  as  the  reason  for  the  boy cliinbing  the  tree,
he  mentioned  it  without  a  doubt  when  he  wa.s  questioned
by  the.  experimenter     .......................  2

The  subject  told  the  story in  an  exact  or  very similar
way  to  the  7  picture  story.    The  dog,  according  to  the
subject,  had  Obviously  chased  the  boy up  the  tree    ........  0


